This is to announce the results from the 6th call for proposals for the Campus Sustainability Fund (CSF) 2017. A total of 39 proposals were received. After a careful review by an Assessment Panel comprising Associate Provost (Institutional Initiatives) Prof Samuel HO as Chair; Dr ZHOU Wen (SEE), Dr Alex DJORDEVICH (MBE), Mr Landy HUNG (FMO) and one student member, Mr Justin FUNG, the following 11 projects (listed alphabetically by the project title) are approved. These projects may be grouped into collaborated team(s) in the coming year to foster campus sustainability in CityU.

1. **Attitude and behavior towards reused products: a theory-based empirical study of CityU students**  
   Dr SUN Hongyi (SEEM)

2. **Campus building energy saving through data mining based occupant behavior study**  
   Dr SUN Yongjun (BST) & Dr HUANG Gongsheng (ACE)

3. **Energy efficiency of campus buildings and energy conservation**  
   Dr Lin ZHANG (SEE)

4. **Interdisciplinary Sustainability Workshops**  
   Prof Istvan HORVATH (BCH), Ms Angel LO (BCH) & Ms Tweety TANG (BCH)

5. **Investigation on the energy performance of the HVAC system in Lau Ming Wai Academic Building (AC3) at CityU**  
   Dr HUANG Gongsheng (ACE), Mr HUANG Pei (ACE) & Dr CHEN Jiayu (ACE)

6. **Mutualism in practice: underwater art installations as artificial coral reefs**  
   Dr LAM Yun Wah (BCH), Dr Frauke SEEMANN (BCH), Dr Antonio ZAPIEN (AP), Dr LAM Miu Ling (SCM) & Dr Hector RODRIGUEZ (SCM)

7. **Reading environmental information: a behavioral insights eye-tracking laboratory experiment with CityU stakeholders**  
   Prof Richard WALKER (POL), Dr. Dannii Yuen-lan YEUNG (SS), Dr Myong Jin LEE (POL), Ms Janet WU (CLASS), Mr. Ivan P. LEE (Rutgers University-Newark, USA) & Ms Melody CALKINS, (POL undergraduate student)

8. **Recycling and processing of campus waste paper for developing novel green composite materials**  
   Dr LU Yang (MBE) & Mr SURJADI James Utama (MBE)
9. **Showcasing the Smart-Bin as a model for good sustainability practice at CityU for food waste management**
   Dr Alicia AN (SEE) & Dr Jeong-ik OH (Korea National Land & Housing Corporation)

10. **Social value and employment potential of the minor in sustainability**
    Dr Masaru YARIME (SEE), Dr Alicia AN (SEE) & Prof Peter BRIMBLECOMBE (SEE)

11. **Towards a disability-friendly campus at CityU**
    Dr Yung YAU (POL)

Congratulations! We wish all the above colleagues a successful project in 2017-2018.
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